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2014 EDITORIAL
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JANUARY / Adventure
Pack your bags and get ready to hit the road, because 
in January we’re looking for adventure. With exotic 
locales and trip ideas on the agenda, this is one month 
you won’t want to miss. 

FEBRUARY / Communications
Whether it’s CBs, Bluetooth headsets or a simple comm 
system, February is about communication. With a focus 
on innovation, expect some great things this issue. 

MARCH / Performance
Motorcycles are about more than just touring, and in 
March we bring performance to the forefront. From 
simple drop-in filter installs to increased horsepower, 
all the best go-fast goodies are here. 

APRIL / Luxury
As the premier publication for luxury motorcycle touring, 
Wing World magazine has a responsibility for showcasing 
the finer things in life. April shows extravagant places 
to stay, high-end products and trips designed for the 
upper class. 

MAY / How-To
Ever wonder how to change a spark plug? Fix that 
creaky kickstand? May has all the how-to tech a person 
could dream of, from the simple to the complex and 
everything in between. 

JUNE / Show N’ Shine
Break out the duster and put another coat of wax on 
the Wing, because it’s time to show and shine. June 
gives detailing tips, chrome accessories and ways to 
make that motorcycle stand out from the crowd. 

JULY / Three and Four Wheels
In July we talk about those “other” rides — cars, trucks, 
trikes and everything in between — that mean something 
special to our Members. 

AUGUST / Tech
Break out the Owner’s Manual, because August is about 
tech. Featuring a super-sized Workbench, and in-depth 
articles on mechanical and electrical components, 
August has the tech world covered. 

SEPTEMBER / Old School
Let’s take it back to the days when the Gold Wing’s 
biggest engine was a 1200 and fairings were optional. 
In September it’s all about the original Gold Wings and 
those who are making them cool again. Also, we give 
a sneak peek of Wing Ding 2014.  

OCTOBER / Wing Ding
It’s the biggest Gold Wing  event of the year, Wing Ding 
2014. In October we have 20+ pages of coverage from 
the big show, plus a special look at what’s to come for 
the next Wing Ding in 2015. 

NOVEMBER / International
We find some of the best riding destinations across the 
world and bring them to the forefront, showcasing all 
of the interesting spots along the way. Also included is 
our Holiday Gift Guide, all wrapped up and ready to go. 

DECEMBER / Holiday Gift Guide
Need to find a present for that special Gold Wing rider? 
Whether it’s clothing or accessories (for the rider or the 
bike) it’s in these pages. Plus, more of the best tech, 
features and trips in any touring magazine. 


